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Abstract
We analyse the dependence of the electron electric dipole moment (EDM) on neutrino CP violating phases in the context of
supersymmetric models. We start by studying the supersymmetric contributions to the lepton EDM and lepton flavour violation
processes τ →µγ and µ→ eγ , in the framework of the mass insertion approximation, showing that, due to the large neutrino
mixing, µ→ eγ leads to severe constraints on the relevant mass insertions. We derive model independent bounds on these mass
insertions and show that once these bounds are satisfied, the present experimental limits on electron EDM do not constraint the
neutrino phases.
 2003 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of electroweak and strong interactions has had an impressive success when con-
fronted with experiment. So far, we have only two pieces of evidence favouring the presence of physics beyond
the SM, namely, the experimental evidence for neutrino oscillations [1–5] pointing towards non-vanishing neutrino
masses and mixings and the observed size of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU). It has been established
that the strength of the CP violation in the Standard Model is not sufficient to generate the cosmological baryon
asymmetry of our universe, thus requiring the presence of new sources of CP violation [6]. The most attractive
mechanisms to generate the observed BAU are leptogenesis and electroweak baryogenesis in supersymmetric ex-
tensions of the SM. It was shown that the supersymmetric extensions of the SM have all the necessary requirements
to generate enough BAU. In particular, the SUSY models have new sources for CP violation and with a light stop,
the phase transition becomes much stronger [7]. However, the bound on the neutron EDM imposes severe con-
straints on the flavour diagonal phases and they could rule out the electroweak baryogenesis scenarios [8]. A pos-
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that SUSY CP violation has a flavour character as in the SM [9]. In the leptogenesis scenario, baryon asymmetry
is generated by a lepton asymmetry arising from the out of equilibrium decay of heavy Majorana neutrinos [10],
which is then converted into a baryon asymmetry through sphaleron interactions. The leptogenesis mechanism
is specially attractive due to its simplicity and to the recent experimental results confirming neutrino oscillations
and hence non-vanishing neutrino masses. The relation between leptogenesis and CP violation observable at low
energy (in lepton EDMs or in neutrino oscillation asymmetries) remains an open and interesting question [11].
Until now, no CP violation effects have been observed in the leptonic sector. However, a new method for
measuring lepton EDMs [12] and the prospects of ν-factories provide the hope of having a drastic improvement in
our knowledge of CP violation in the leptonic sector, within a few years.
In this Letter, we study the impact of CP violating phases in the neutrino sector, on CP violating low energy
observables, in general SUSY models. In particular, we focus on their effect on the EDM of electron and muon.1
In order to perform a model independent analysis, we use the mass insertion approximation method which allows
to parametrize the main source of the CP and flavour violation in SUSY model. In this framework, the neutralino
and chargino exchanges give the dominant contributions to the lepton flavour violation (LFV) processes and to
the EDMs. We derive model independent bounds on these mass insertions and we discuss possible constraints on
the neutrino CP phases from these bounds, in the case of non-universal SUSY soft-breaking terms. The bounds
on the leptonic mass insertions provide useful tests on SUSY models and are complementary to those obtained in
the quark sector [15–17]. To illustrate these constraints, we shall focus our interest on models where all the CP
violation is induced by the CP violating phases of the leptonic mixing matrix (UMNS), appearing in W -mediated
charged current interactions.
In Ref. [18], the lepton EDMs have been studied in a minimal supersymmetric seesaw model with universality
of soft SUSY breaking terms. It was shown that, through the renormalization group equations (RGE),CP violating
phases are induced in the off-diagonal elements of slepton mass matrix m2
L˜
and the trilinear coupling Ae. Some
of these CP phases are related to the CP phases of the lepton mixing matrix through the RGE. Also, it was
emphasized that in the case of non-degenerate heavy Majorana neutrinos the EDM of the muon and the electron
could be enhanced.
The Letter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall introduce our notation and convention. The depen-
dence of the soft SUSY breaking terms in the CP violating phases of the leptonic mixing matrix is extensively
discussed. In Section 3, the analytical expressions for the lepton EDMs and for lepton flavour violating processes
are given in terms of the mass insertions approach. In Section 4, the bounds on the mass insertions coming from
Br(µ→ eγ ) and de are given and their dependence on SUSY parameters is discussed. The recent determination
of the elements of the lepton mixing matrix is also used to get a strong limit on the chargino contribution to lepton
flavour violating processes such as Br(τ → µ,eγ ). In the Section 5, we shall discuss the dependence of the lepton
EDM on the CP violating phases appearing in the leptonic mixing matrix. Particular emphasis is given to the
Majorana phases dependence. We show that if there is no SUSY CP violating phases, whatever is the structure
of the soft SUSY breaking terms, the lepton EDMs only depend on the Dirac CP violating phase of UMNS. As an
illustrative example, we studied the case of Hermitian Yukawa couplings. In Section 6, we summarize our main
results and present our conclusions.
2. Supersymmetric model with right-handed neutrinos
The seesaw mechanism [19] provides a natural explanation for the smallness of neutrino masses which are of
order v2/MR where v stands for the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking and MR denotes the right-handed
1 For recent reviews, for instances, see Refs. [13,14] and references within.
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MR can have a value much larger than v. Supersymmetry can play an important role in ensuring the stability of
the hierarchy between the weak scale and right-handed neutrino scale. We consider the supersymmetric standard
model with right-handed neutrinos, which is described by the superpotential
(1)W =−µH1H2 + YeijEci LjH1 + YνijNci LjH2 +
1
2
YrijN
c
i N
c
j R,
where i, j = 1, . . . ,3 are generation indices and the superfields Ec, L = (N,E), Nc contain the leptons ecR ,
(νL, eL), ν
c
R , respectively. The expectation values of the Higgs multiplets H1 and H2 generate ordinary Dirac
mass terms for quarks and leptons, and the expectation value of the singlet Higgs field R yields the Majorana mass
matrix of the right-handed neutrinos, MRij = Yrij 〈R〉. In general, the Majorana neutrino mass matrix is a complex
symmetric matrix. At low energy and after the decoupling of the heavy neutrinos, the effective superpotential is
given by
(2)Weff = (Yνij )effLiLjH 22 + YeijEci LjH1,
where (Yν)eff = −YTν M−1R Yν and the light neutrino masses are given by Mν = (Yν)eff〈H 02 〉2. Since Mν is a
symmetric matrix, it can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation. In addition, the relevant soft SUSY breaking
terms are in general given by
(3)Lsoft =−m˜2lijL†i Lj − m˜2eijEc†i Ecj + YAeijEci LjH1 + YAνijNci LjH2 + c.c.+ · · · ,
where L = (NL,EL) and Ec ≡ E∗R refer to the scalar partners of (νL, eL) and ecR respectively and YAe,νij ≡
Ae,νij Ye,νij . Using the seesaw mechanism to explain the smallness of neutrino masses, we assume that the right-
handed neutrino masses MR are much larger than the Fermi scale v. One then easily verifies that all mixing effects
on light scalar masses caused by the right-handed neutrinos and their scalar partners are suppressed by O(v/MR),
and therefore negligible.
Now we present the general expressions for the slepton mass matrices in the super-MNS basis which, in
analogue to the super-CKM basis in the quark sector, is defined as follows. Given the Yukawa matrices, we perform
unitary transformations of the lepton superfields NL and EL,R such that the lepton mass matrices take diagonal
forms:
(4)NL→ V νLNL, EL,R→ V eL,REL,R,
with Y νeff → (V νL)T Y νeffV νL = diag(hνe , hνµ,hντ ) and Y e → (V eR)†Y eV eL = diag(he, hµ,hτ ). In this basis, the
leptonic charged current interactions is given by
(5)− g√
2
(
l¯Liγ
µ
(
V
e†
L V
ν
L
)
ij
νjWµ + h.c.
)
with g, the weak SU(2)L gauge coupling. The lepton flavour mixing matrix is then given by
(6)UMNS = V e†L V νL.
Both V eL and V
ν
L are unitary matrices which can be parametrised as
(7)V e,νL ≡ Pe,νV e,νδ Qe,ν ,
where Pe,ν ≡ diag(eiαe,ν1 , eiαe,ν2 , eiαe,ν3 ), Qe,ν ≡ diag(1, eiβe,ν1 , eiβe,ν2 ) and V e,νδ are unitary matrices which only
contain one CP violating phase. So, UMNS can be rewritten as
(8)UMNS =Q†e V e†δ P †e PνV νδ︸ ︷︷ ︸Qν
(9)=Q†e
(
P †UδQ
)
Qν
(10)≡ P †LUδPM,
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quark mixing matrix. P and Q are diagonal phase matrices similar to Pe,ν and Qe,ν , respectively. As one can see
from Eq. (10), in generalUMNS contains six CP violating phases but as it is the case in the SM, it is always possible
to redefine the EL superfields by a diagonal unitary transformation such that three phases contained in Q†eP † ≡ P †L
are removed and an equivalent transformation onER superfields in order to keep the charged lepton masses real. So,
only three phases of UMNS are physical: one coming from the unitary matrix Uδ which contains one CP violating
phase (this phase is usually called the Dirac phase), and a diagonal unitary matrix PM ≡ (1, eiα, eiβ)≡QQν which
contains the two Majorana phases. In this basis, UMNS is given by
(11)UMNS =UδPM
with PM ≡ diag(eiφ
M
j )j=1,...,3 with φM1 = 0 and φM2,3 are the usual Majorana phases.
In this super-MNS basis, the low-energy sneutrino and charged slepton mass matrices are given by
M2e˜ =
( (
M2
e˜
)
LL
(
M2
e˜
)
LR(
M2
e˜
)
RL
(
M2
e˜
)
RR
)
,
where(
M2e˜
)
LL
= PLV e†L m˜2l V eLP †L +m2l +
m2Z
2
(
1− 2 sin2 θW
)
cos 2β,
(
M2e˜
)
RR
= PLV e†R m˜2eV eRP †L +m2l −
m2Z
sin2 θW
cos 2β,
(12)(M2e˜ )RL = (M2e˜ )†LR =−µml tanβ + v cosβPL(V eR)†YAe V eLP †L,
and
(13)(M2ν˜ )LL = V ν†L m˜2l V νL + m2Z2 cos 2β + v sinβV ν†L (Y ν†Y ν)V νL,
where ml is the diagonal charged lepton mass matrices, mZ is the mass of the Z gauge boson, θW is the usual
Weinberg angle of the weak interactions and tanβ ≡ 〈H2〉/〈H1〉. In the last equation, we have kept the contribution
to M2
ν˜
proportional to the Dirac mass of the neutrinos because in general the unitary transformation which
diagonalised Y νeff does not necessarily diagonalise Y
ν†Y ν . Recall that, due to very heavy Majorana masses, the
RR and LR contributions to the sneutrino mass matrix are suppressed. As it can be seen from Eqs. (12), (13), for
non-universal soft breaking terms, the dependence on the CP violating phases coming from Y νeff and Y
e is very
involved and in general, their contributions cannot be distinguished from the CP violating phases arising from the
soft breaking terms. Of course, we could have started to work from the beginning in the mass eigenstates basis for
the leptons, where the UMNS matrix contains only three phases. But usually, in models with non-universal SUSY
soft breaking terms and flavour symmetry, the textures of the soft-breaking terms (m˜2l , m˜2e and YAe ) are given in a
weak basis where in general Y e and Y νeff are not diagonal (see for instance, Ref. [20]).
In this Letter, we shall be interested in studying the effects of CP violating phases arising from the lepton mass
matrices (≈ Y e and Y νeff) on charged leptons EDMs taking into account the bounds on flavour changing lepton
decays.
Since charged leptons are in and out states in l−i → l+j γ or in lepton EDMs, the computation of the contribution
to these processes involving the supermultiplets EL,R has to be performed in the charged lepton mass eigenstates
basis. But for supermultiplets NL, as they only contribute to charged lepton decays and EDMs through loop
contribution, the computation of their contribution to these processes can be done in any weak basis for the
supermultiplets NL. As a corollary, it means that these processes are independent of V νL . Thus, we can directly
conclude that if the textures for Y e and Y νeff are such that UMNS is dominated by V
ν
L , there is no effect of the
neutrino CP phases on these different processes for any kind of textures for the SUSY soft breaking terms. But
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in such a case, as one can see from Eqs. (12), (13), the neutrino CP phases dependence of the SUSY soft breaking
terms can be explicitly studied. In the following part of the Letter, we shall assume that V νL  1. This means that we
shall assume that the origin of the large lepton mixing angles comes from the charged lepton Yukawa couplings. In
the “super-MNS” basis where all lepton masses are real and UMNS only contains three phases, one has for V νL  1,
(14)UMNS  PLV e†L
with PL Qe .
Moreover in the “super-MNS” basis, the couplings of lepton and slepton states to the neutralinos are flavour
diagonal and all the source of flavour mixing are inside the off-diagonal terms of the slepton mass matrix.
These terms are denoted by (∆lAB)ij , where A,B = (L,R) for l ≡ e and A,B = L for l ≡ ν and i, j = 1,2,3
denote the flavour indices. The slepton propagator is expanded as a series of the dimensionless quantity (δlAB)ij =
(∆lAB)
ij /m˜2, where m˜2 is an average slepton mass.
(15)〈l˜iAl˜jB 〉= i(k21− m˜21−∆lAB)−1ij  iδijk2 − m˜2 + i(∆
l
AB)ij
(k2 − m˜2)2 +O
(
∆2
)
,
where l = ν, e denote the neutrino and charged lepton sectors, respectively. As mentioned, A,B stand for L with
neutrino sector and L,R for the charged sector, i, j = 1,2,3 are the flavour indices, 1 is the unit matrix, and m˜ is
the average slepton mass. This method, known as mass insertion approximation, allows to parametrize, in a model
independent way, the flavour violation in supersymmetric theories. It is also worth mentioning that since m˜2l is
Hermitian, the mass matrices (M2
e˜,ν˜
)LL and (M2e˜ )RR in Eqs. (12), (13) are also Hermitian in the “super-MNS”
basis. Therefore, the LL mass insertions (δl,ν˜LL)= 1/m˜2(M2e˜,ν˜ )LL and (δlRR)= 1/m˜2(M2e˜ )RR are also Hermitian.
In the “super-MNS” basis and assuming the decoupling of the right-handed neutrino scalars, the Lagrangian
describing the interaction between the charginos and the leptons and their partners needed to compute the chargino
contributions to the lepton EDM and LFV is given by
(16)Leν˜χ+ =
∑
k
∑
a,b
(−gVk1(UMNS)abe¯aL(χ+k )∗ν˜bL +U∗k2[Y diage .UMNS]abe¯aR(χ+k )∗ν˜bL),
where the indices a, b and k label flavour and chargino mass eigenstates respectively and V , U are the chargino
mixing matrices defined by
(17)U∗Mχ+V −1 = diag(mχ+1 ,mχ+2 ),
and
(18)Mχ+ =
(
M2
√
2MW sinβ√
2MW cosβ −µ
)
.
The relevant Lagrangian for the neutralino contributions is given by
Lee˜χ0 =
∑
k
∑
a
(
g
(Nk2 + tan θWNk1)√
2
e¯aL
(
χ˜0k
)∗
e˜aL −Nk3
(
Y
diag
e
)
aa
e¯aL
(
χ˜0k
)∗
e˜aR
(19)− g√2 tan θWN∗k1e¯aR
(
χ˜0k
)∗
e˜aR −N∗k3
(
Y
diag
e
)
aa
e¯aR
(
χ˜0k
)∗
e˜aL
)
,
where the matrix N is defined as the 4× 4 rotation matrix which diagonalized the neutralino mass matrix MN ,
(20)N∗MNN−1 = diag(mχ01 ,mχ02 ,mχ03 ,mχ04 ).
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(21)MN =


M1 0 −mZ sin θW cosβ mZ sin θW sinβ
0 M2 mZ cosθW cosβ −mZ cos θW sinβ
−mZ sin θW cosβ mZ cos θW cosβ 0 µ
mZ sin θW sinβ −mZ cosθW sinβ µ 0

 ,
with M1,2 are respectively the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gaugino soft masses.
3. Supersymmetric contributions to EDM and LFV
3.1. Electric dipole moment of charged leptons
The effective Hamiltonian for the EDM of the charged leptons l can be written as
(22)H EDMeff = C1O1 + h.c.,
where C1 andO1 are the Wilson coefficient and the electric dipole moment operator, respectively. The operatorO1
is given by
(23)O1 =− i2 l¯σµνγ5lF
µν.
The supersymmetric contributions to the Wilson coefficient of the charged lepton result from the one loop penguin
diagrams with neutralino and chargino exchange (Fig. 1(a), (b)).
The lepton EDM is given by
(24)dl/e= Im
[
C
χ+
l +Cχ
0
l
]
,
where e is the electron electric charge. In the framework of mass insertion approximation, we find that the
neutralino contribution to the above Wilson coefficient is given by
C
χ0
li
= αW
4π
4∑
a=1
1
mχ0a
f1(xa)
[
tan θWN∗a1
(
N∗a2 + tan θWN∗a1
)(
δlRL
)
ii
−N∗a3N∗a1 tan θW
mli
mW cosβ
(
δlRR
)
ii
(25)−N∗a3
(
N∗a2 + tan θWN∗a1
) mli
2mW cosβ
(
δlLL
)
ii
]
,
where xa = m˜2/m2χ˜0a and the function f1(x) is given by
(26)f1(x)= x(5− 4x − x
2 + 2(1+ 2x) logx)
2(1− x)4 .
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. The neutralino (a) and chargino contributions (b) to the charged lepton EDM in “super-MNS” basis. For neutralino (chargino) diagram,
the photon line has respectively to be attached to the scalar (fermion) line of the loop. The cross represents the mass insertions.
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to C
χ0j
li
. However, in general supersymmetric models other neutralino exchanges could give also significant
contributions to C
χ0j
li
.
Calculating the chargino contribution to the Wilson coefficient of the charged lepton li , in the mass insertion
approximation, one obtains the following expression for the Wilson coefficient Cχ˜
+
li
:
(27)Cχ˜+li =
αW
4π
mli√
2mW cosβ
3∑
j,k=1
(
(UMNS)ij
(
δν˜LL
)
jk
(
U
†
MNS
)
ki
) 2∑
a=1
1
mχ˜+a
U∗a2V ∗a1f2(xa),
where mχ˜a is the chargino mass and xa = m˜2/m2χ˜+a . The loop function f2(x) is given by
(28)f2(x)= x2(1− x)4
(
5x2 − 4x − 1− 2x(2+ x) lnx).
3.2. Lepton flavour violation, li → lj γ
The experimental bounds on the lepton flavour violating decays of charged leptons, in particular the µ→ eγ ,
impose strong constraints on the absolute values of the relevant mass insertions. As we will show in the next
section, these constraints have important consequences on the prediction of the lepton EDM results. Therefore in
our analysis we have to take the effect of these decays into account. These processes receive contributions from
chargino and neutralino exchanges. Assuming mli mlj , the amplitude to li → lj γ can be written as
(29)Mli→lj γ ≡ e5∗α(q)
(
u¯lj iσ
αβqβPRuli
)(
ACRji +ANRji
)+ (L↔R),
where AC,N denote the chargino and neutralino contributions, respectively. The neutralino contributions are given
by [21]
(30)
ANRji =
αW
4π
mli
4∑
a=1
1
m2
χ˜0a
[(
mχ˜0a
2mWcosβ
Na3(Na2 + tanθWNa1)f1(xa)+ (Na2 + tan θWNa1)
2
2
f3(xa)
)(
δlLL
)
ji
+ mχ˜0a
mli
tan θWNa1(Na2 + tan θWNa1)f1(xa)
(
δlLR
)
ji
]
,
(31)
ANLji =
αW
4π
mli
4∑
a=1
1
m2
χ˜0a
[(
− mχ˜0a
mW cosβ
tan θWN∗a1N∗a3f1(xa)+ 2 tan2 θW |Na1|2f3(xa)
)(
δlRR
)
ji
+ mχ˜0a
mli
tan θWN∗a1
(
N∗a2 + tan θWN∗a1
)
f1(xa)
(
δlRL
)
ji
]
with f3(x) given by
(32)f3(x)= x(−17+ 9x + 9x
2 − x3 − 6(1+ 3x) log x)
12(x − 1)5 .
For the chargino contribution one obtains [21]
(33)ACRji =
αW
4π
mli (UMNS)jh
(
δν˜LL
)
hk
(
U
†
MNS
)
ki
2∑
a=1
1
m2
χ˜+a
(
mχ˜+a√
2mW cosβ
Ua2Va1f4(xa)− |Va1|2f5(xa)
)
,
(34)ACLji =O(mlj ).
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(35)f4(x)= x2(1− x)4
(
5x2 − 4x − 1− 2x(2+ x) lnx),
(36)f5(x)= x6(1− x)5
(
x3 + 9x2 − 9x − 1− 6x(1+ x) lnx).
The branching ratio of µ→ eγ can be expressed as
(37)Br(µ→ eγ )= 384π3α v
4
m2µ
(∣∣ACR12 +ANR12∣∣2 + (R↔ L))
with v = (8G2F )−1/4  174 GeV and α = e2/4π . Based on these results on µ→ eγ , one can immediately write
down the rate for the process τ →µ,eγ . Using Γτ  5(mτ/mµ)5Γµ, one obtains for the branching ratios,
(38)Br(τ →µγ )= 3845 π
3α
v4
m2τ
(∣∣ACR23 +ANR23∣∣2 + (R↔L)),
(39)Br(τ → eγ )= 384
5
π3α
v4
m2τ
(∣∣ACR13 +ANR13∣∣2 + (R↔ L)).
4. Constraints from Br(µ→ eγ ) and electron EDM
In this section we present our results for the bounds on (δlAB)ij and (δ
ν˜
LL)ij which come respectively from
the neutralino and chargino contributions to Br(µ→ eγ ) and electron EDM. As it is well known, until now, no
lepton flavour violating processes or electric dipole moments of lepton have been experimentally observed. So we
have only bounds on these different processes. As can be seen from Table 1, where we summarize the present
experimental status, the strongest bounds are related to the electron EDM and the Br(µ→ eγ ).
An experiment aimed to reach the sensitivity for Br(µ→ eγ ) of 10−14 has been proposed at PSI [28], and
the stopped-muon experiment that could take place at neutrino factories could reach Br(µ→ eγ )∼ 10−15 [29].
The B-factories as Belle and LHC should be able to improve Br(τ → µγ ) by typically one order of magnitude.
But the most significant experimental improvements could be expected from the electric dipole moment for the
electron and the muon. Indeed, recently, it has been proposed that one could improve by six orders of magnitude
the measurement of de using a new technical method [12]. At BNL, a new experiment has been proposed with the
objective to reach a sensitivity of 10−24 e cm for dµ [30]. Neutrino factories or PRISM should be able to reach a
sensitivity of 10−26 e cm [29].
The lepton mixing matrix UMNS is also constrained by solar neutrino and atmospheric neutrino data. Indeed, in
case of LMA solution to the solar neutrino problem, the mixing angles as defined in the standard parametrisation
for Uδ [27] are typically in the ranges 0.24 tan2 θ12  0.89 [3], 0.40 tan2 θ23  3.0 [1], and | sinθ13| 0.2 [2].
Here we use the following values for the lepton mixing angles, θ12 = 0.59, θ23 = 0.78, and θ13 = 0.2
Table 1
The current experimental bounds on the LVF processes and lepton EDMs
Present bound
de < 4.3× 10−27 e cm [22]
dµ (3.7± 3.4)× 10−18 e cm [23]
dτ < 3.1× 10−16 e cm [24]
Br(µ→ eγ ) < 1.2× 10−11 [25]
Br(τ →µγ ) < 1.1× 10−6 [26]
Br(τ → eγ ) < 2.7× 10−6 [27]
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First we consider the upper bounds on the relevant mass insertions in the charged lepton sector, mediated by
neutralino exchange. In Ref. [16] bounds on these mass insertions have been presented but only in a very special
case, where the lightest neutralino is assumed to be photino like and of course, in that case, it also gives the
dominant contribution to Cχ
0
li
and ANR,Lij . With these assumptions, the bounds on the mass insertions depend only
on the ratio x =m2
γ˜
/m2
l˜
, where mγ˜ is the photino mass. However, in a general SUSY model the bounds depend on
the gaugino masses, µ-term and tanβ . As we will show the bounds of some mass insertions are sensitive to some
of these parameters, in particular tanβ .
In Table 2, we present the upper bounds on the absolute values of the mass insertions (δlAB)12 (with A,B =
(L,R)) from neutralino contributions to the Br(µ→ eγ ). We consider some representative value of the ratio
x12 =M1/M2 and fixed values of µ= m˜= 200 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV and tanβ = 5.
From the result in Table 2, it is remarkable that the strong bounds on |(δlLR)12| are the same for x12 and 1/x12,
i.e., they are insensitive to the nature of the lightest neutralino, whether it is bino-like or wino-like. The dependence
of the absolute values of the mass insertions (δlAB)12 on tanβ is given in Table 3 for M1 =M2 = 100 GeV and
µ= m˜= 200 GeV.
As can be seen from this table the bounds on the LR mass insertion are essentially independent on the values
of tanβ . We have also found that the results are independent on the values µ and if M1 =M2. Next, we consider
the bounds on the imaginary parts of the relevant LR mass insertions from the experimental limit of the electron
EDM. As mentioned above, the LL and RR mass insertions are Hermitian, so that Im(δlLL,RR)ii = 0 and only
LR transitions contribute to the EDM. In Table 4, we present the upper bounds on Im(δlLR)11 as function of the
bino-wino ratio x12 and µ, from the experimental bound on electron EDM, de < 4.3× 10−27 e cm.
4.2. Constraints from chargino contributions
Now we turn to the constraints on the LL mass insertion in the sneutrino sector due to the chargino contributions
to the LFV process µ→ eγ and the electron EDM. From Eq. (34) and using the experimental bound given above
for Br(µ→ eγ ) together with the fact that f4(x) f5(x) for x  1, one can easily find a limit on δν˜LL. Indeed,
Table 2
Upper bounds on |(δlLL)12| from Br(µ→ eγ ) < 1.2× 10−11 for µ= m˜= 200 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV, and tanβ = 5
x12 |(δlLL)12| |(δlLR)12| |(δlRR)12|
0.25 8.4× 10−4 2.7× 10−6 4.2× 10−3
0.5 1× 10−3 1.8× 10−6 1.7× 10−3
1 1.3× 10−3 1.5× 10−6 1.2× 10−3
2 1.4× 10−3 1.8× 10−6 1.8× 10−3
Table 3
Upper bounds on |(δl
LL
)12| from Br(µ→ eγ ) < 1.2× 10−11 for µ= m˜= 200 GeV and M1 =M2 = 100 GeV
tanβ |(δl
LL
)12| |(δlLR)12| |(δlRR)12|
5 1.3× 10−3 1.5× 10−6 12× 10−3
15 6.5× 10−4 1.5× 10−6 6.7× 10−4
25 4.3× 10−4 1.5× 10−6 4.6× 10−4
35 3.3× 10−4 1.5× 10−6 3.6× 10−4
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Upper bounds on Im(δl
LR
)11 from electron EDM, de < 4.3× 10−27 e cm for tanβ = 5, m˜= 200 GeV and M2 = 100 GeV
x12\µ 200 400 600 800
0.25 7.7× 10−7 1.2× 10−6 2.1× 10−6 3.4× 10−6
0.5 8.4× 10−7 1.1× 10−6 2× 10−6 3.3× 10−6
1 3.3× 10−7 6.2× 10−7 1.1× 10−6 1.7× 10−6
2 6.8× 10−7 1.4× 10−7 2.4× 10−6 4× 10−6
Table 5
Upper bounds on |(δν˜LL)ij | from Br(µ→ eγ ) < 1.2× 10−11 for M2 =µ= 200 GeV and tanβ = 5
m˜ |(δν˜LL)11| |(δν˜LL)12| |(δν˜LL)13| |(δν˜LL)22| |(δν˜LL)23| |(δν˜LL)33|
100 6.3× 10−4 6.5× 10−4 4.8× 10−4 9.7× 10−3 7.3× 10−4 1.9× 10−3
200 6× 10−4 6.2× 10−4 4.6× 10−4 8.1× 10−4 6.8× 10−4 1.8× 10−3
300 8× 10−4 8.1× 10−4 6.1× 10−4 1.2× 10−3 9× 10−4 2.3× 10−3
400 1.1× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 8.6× 10−4 1.4× 10−3 1.3× 10−4 3.4× 10−3
500 1.7× 10−3 1.7× 10−3 1.3× 10−3 1.6× 10−3 1.9× 10−4 5× 10−3
one gets
(40)
∣∣∣∣∑
i,j
(
100 GeV
mχ˜+a cosβ
)
U∗a2V ∗a1(UMNS)ej
(
δν˜LL
)
ji
(
U
†
MNS
)
iµ
∣∣∣∣= 6.4× 10−4
√
Br(µ→ eγ )
1.2× 10−11  6.4× 10
−4.
As usually done in the mass insertion method, we assume that there is no cancellation between contributions
involving different δν˜LL elements. So the bound given in Eqs. (40) has to be applied to each contribution (δν˜LL)ji .
We can proceed in the same way for de and using the experimental limit on de, one gets
Im
(∑
i,j
(
100 GeV
mχ˜+a cosβ
)
U∗a2V ∗a1(UMNS)ej
(
δν˜LL
)
ji
(
U
†
MNS
)
ie
)
(41)=
∑
i,j
(
100 GeV
mχ˜+a cosβ
)
Im
(
U∗a2V ∗a1
)
Re
(
(UMNS)ej
(
δν˜LL
)
ji
(
U
†
MNS
)
ie
)
(42)= 2× 10−2 de
4.3× 10−27 e cm  2× 10
−2,
where to get Eqs. (41), we use the hermiticity of δν˜LL. From Eq. (42), it is clear that the chargino contribution to
the electron EDM do not lead to any significant constraint on the LL mass insertions and as mentioned above
the source of CP violation in this case is the SUSY phase φµ. The most significant constraints on the LL mass
insertions come as usually from the µ→ eγ experimental bound. In order to illustrate the dependence of the
bounds given in Eq. (40) on SUSY parameters, we present in Tables 5 and 6 the upper bounds on the magnitude
of the relevant LL mass insertions obtained from the experimental limits of LFV process µ→ eγ . To get these
bounds, we used the values given in the beginning of this section for the elements of UMNS lepton mixing matrix.
Now, let us illustrate the relation between Br(µ→ eγ ) and de chargino contribution and what our experimental
knowledge on neutrino mixing matrix UMNS can tell us on relation between EDMs and flavour changing processes.
For that, one can define (without summation on repeated indices)
(43)(UMNS)kj
(
δν˜LL
)
ji
(
U
†
MNS
)
il
≡ ρijkl eiϕ
ij
kl .
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Upper bounds on |(δν˜
LL
)ij | from Br(µ→ eγ ) < 1.2× 10−11 for M2 =µ= 200 GeV and m˜= 100
tanβ |(δν˜
LL
)11| |(δν˜LL)12| |(δν˜LL)13| |(δν˜LL)22| |(δν˜LL)23| |(δν˜LL)33|
5 6.3× 10−4 6.7× 10−4 5× 10−4 9.9× 10−3 7.3× 10−4 1.7× 10−3
15 2.5× 10−4 2.7× 10−4 2× 10−4 3.9× 10−3 3× 10−4 6.9× 10−4
25 1.6× 10−4 1.7× 10−4 1.2× 10−4 2.5× 10−3 1.8× 10−4 4.4× 10−4
35 1.1× 10−4 1.2× 10−4 9× 10−5 1.8× 10−3 1.3× 10−4 3× 10−4
45 9× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 7× 10−5 9.9× 10−3 1× 10−4 2.5× 10−4
In particular, one has
(44)∣∣ρijeµ∣∣= ∣∣ρijee∣∣∣∣∣∣ (UMNS)iµ(UMNS)ie
∣∣∣∣.
But as we can see from Eqs. (40), |ρijeµ|’s are strongly constrained by Br(µ→ eγ ). Using the experimental
knowledge on UMNS, one gets an upper limit on chargino contribution to de,
(45)de
e
 1.37× 10−28 sinφµ
√
Br(µ→ eγ )
1.2× 10−11 cm,
(46)dµ
e
 2.82× 10−26 sinφµ
√
Br(µ→ eγ )
1.2× 10−11 cm.
Proceeding in the same way for Br(τ →µγ ), one has
(47)∣∣ρijµτ ∣∣= ∣∣ρijeµ∣∣
∣∣∣∣ (UMNS)iτ(UMNS)iµ
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ (UMNS)jµ(UMNS)je
∣∣∣∣.
Due to atmospheric neutrino data, one has that
(48)
∣∣ρijµτ ∣∣= ∣∣ρijeµ∣∣
∣∣∣∣ (UMNS)jµ(UMNS)je
∣∣∣∣.
Thus the chargino contribution to Br(τ → µγ ) is given by
(49)Br(τ →µγ ) 1
5
m2µ
m2τ
Br(µ→ eγ ) 7.8× 10−15.
The same discussion can be done for Br(τ → eγ ) and one gets similar results.
5. Neutrino CP phases and EDM
In this section, we shall discuss the dependence of lepton EDMs on neutrino CP phases appearing in UMNS. It
is clear that the running of the soft breaking terms from the GUT to the weak scale induce a dependence on UMNS
(and particularly on its phases). However, their effects on the soft breaking terms are usually very small.2 So, in
the next discussion, we shall neglect this dependence and we shall study two extreme cases. First, we shall assume
that all the SUSY soft-breaking terms are real and that the only source of CP violation arises from the charged
lepton Yukawa couplings. The second case corresponds to assuming that φµ, the phase of the µ-term, is different
2 The effect of the running of the SUSY soft breaking terms from GUT to weak scale in the universal scenario for SUSY soft breaking terms
has been recently studied in Ref. [18].
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Majorana phases.
Let us consider the case where there is no CP violation coming from the diagonalisation of the charginos and
neutralinos mass matrices. In this case, the lepton EDM has a very simple form,
(50)dl/e= αW4π
4∑
a=1
1
mχ0a
f1(xa) tanθWN∗a1
(
N∗a2 + tan θWN∗a1
)
Im
(
δlRL
)
ii
.
At first sight, it seems to be independent of the low-energy neutrino CP phases. But when V νL  1, the effects
of low energy neutrino CP phases appear through the definition of δlRL. To illustrate this point, let us recall that
for V νL  1, UMNS  PLV e†L . In this case, the definition of δRL can be written as,
(51)δRL ≡ 1
m˜2
v cosβPL
(
V eR
)†
YAe V
e
LP
†
L
(52)= 1
m˜2
v cosβUeRY
A
e (UMNS)
†,
where to simplify the notation, we defined UeR ≡ PLV e†R . It is clear that the low energy neutrino CP phases can
strongly affect the EDMs through the definition of YAe . Indeed, one has(
YAe
)
ij
≡ (A)ij (Ye)ij
(53)≡ (A)ij
(
V eR diag(he, hµ,hτ )V
e†
L
)
ij
(54)= (A)ij
(
U
e†
R diag(he, hµ,hτ )UMNS
)
ij
.
To get the last line, we used the fact that PL is a diagonal unitary matrix and commutes with diag(he, hµ,hτ ).
This result depends on the texture for the trilinear terms (A)ij , but it is possible to extract some general properties.
Indeed, any A matrix can be written as follows,
(55)A≡ a
(1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
)
+
∑
p,q
cpqbpq
where bpq is define as a matrix with all entries equal to zero except for the element (p, q) which is equal to 1 and
cpq are numerical coefficients. The first term corresponds to the usual universal trilinear terms where YAe = aY e.
Im(δlRL)11 can now be rewritten as
(56)Im(δlRL)11 =
3∑
p,q,j=1
1
m˜2
v cosβ Im
(
cpq
(
UeR
)
1p
(
Ue∗R
)
jp
hjj (UMNS)jq
(
U∗MNS
)
1q
)
(57)=
3∑
p,q,j=1
√
2mj
m˜2
Im
(
cpq
(
UeR
)
1p
(
Ue∗R
)
jp
(UMNS)jq
(
U∗MNS
)
1q
)
with mj , the charged lepton masses (m1,2,3 = me,µ,τ ). We can directly see from Eqs. (57) that with universal
trilinear couplings, the Im(δlRL)11 is independent of the Majorana or Dirac neutrino phases. But for a texture for
the A matrix different from the universal case, Im(δlRL)11 depends on the neutrino Dirac phase.
An interesting limit is to consider the case of Hermitian Yukawa coupling for the charged leptons (UMNS =UeR).
In that case, Eq. (57) reads as
(58)Im(δlRL)11 =
3∑
p,q,j=1
√
2mj
m˜2
Im
(
cpq(UMNS)1p
(
U∗MNS
)
jp
(UMNS)jq
(
U∗MNS
)
1q
)
.
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violating phase of the mixing matrix UMNS for p = q , and that the A matrix has to be not Hermitian. Otherwise,
Im(δlRL)11 = 0.
In case of no CP violation coming from the A matrix (all cpq are real3), one has
(59)Im(δlRL)11 =
3∑
p,q,j=1
√
2mj
m˜2
cpq Im
(
(UMNS)1p
(
U∗MNS
)
jp
(UMNS)jq
(
U∗MNS
)
1q
)
,
(60)
3∑
p,q=1
√
2mτ
m˜2
cpq Im
(
(UMNS)1p
(
U∗MNS
)
3p(UMNS)3q
(
U∗MNS
)
1q
)
,
where the imaginary part which appears in Eq. (59) is the usual rephasing invariant measure of Dirac CP violation.4
Indeed, in neutrino oscillations, the CP asymmetry defined as the difference of the CP conjugated neutrino
oscillation probabilities P(νe → νµ)− P(ν¯e → ν¯µ) is proportional to the imaginary part of an invariant quartet
JCP defined as
(61)JCP ≡ Im
(
(UMNS)11
(
U∗MNS
)
21(UMNS)22
(
U∗MNS
)
12
)
.
As all the rephasing invariant quartets are equal up to their sign, Im(δlRL)11 can be written as
(62)
∣∣Im(δlRL)11∣∣ |JCP |
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
p,q=1;p =q
√
2mτ
m˜2
cpq
∣∣∣∣∣
(63) 10−6,
where the last inequality is obtained using Table 4. This means that if the lepton large mixings and CP violation
has its origin in the charged lepton Yukawa coupling, in case of Hermitian Yukawa coupling and for a given texture
of the trilinear A terms, one has a simple correlation between the measure of electron EDM and CP asymmetries
in neutrino oscillation. For instance, assuming that cpq ∼ m˜∼ v, using Eqs. (62), (63), one gets a limit on |JCP |,
(64)|JCP | 7× 10−5.
It is amazing to note that this value is very close to the experimental measure of the rephasing invariant quartet of
the quark sector, |J qCP |. Indeed, one has [27],
(65)∣∣J qCP ∣∣= (3.0± 0.3)× 10−5.
Before concluding, let us discuss the case where the CP violation arise from both the Yukawa couplings and
the SUSY parameters, in particular, if the diagonalisation of the chargino or the neutralino mass matrices. As
an illustrative example, we shall discuss the case of the chargino contribution. The discussion for the neutralino
contribution can be extended in a straigthforward way. In this case, the chargino contribution to electron EDM is
given by
(66)de
4.3× 10−27 e cm = 50×
∑
i,j
(
100 GeV
mχ˜+a cosβ
)
Im
(
U∗a2V ∗a1
)
Re
(
(UMNS)ej
(
δν˜LL
)
ji
(
U
†
MNS
)
ie
)
.
3 Note that even if the trilinear couplings are real at GUT scale, they receive small complex contributions from the complex Yukawa through
the running to the electroweak scale. Here we neglect this effect.
4 By Dirac CP violation, we mean CP violation arising from the Dirac phase of the UMNS lepton mixing matrix.
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δν˜LL as given by Eqs. (13). In case of V νL  1, one has (δν˜LL)ji  (m˜2l )j i/m˜2. By neglecting the Dirac CP violating
phase of UMNS and using Eqs. (11), one gets a simple expression for the EDM in terms of the Majorana
CP violating phases,
(67)de
4.3× 10−27 e cm = 50×
∑
i,j
(
100 GeV
mχ˜+a cosβ
)
Im
(
U∗a2V ∗a1
)
cos
(
φMj − φMi
)
Re
(
(Uδ)ej
(
δν˜LL
)
ji
(
U
†
δ
)
ie
)
.
It is clear from Eq. (67) that, in the case of a texture for (δν˜LL)ji different from the universal case, the electron EDM
is a function of the cosinus of the Majorana phases and could be used as a way to probe the Majorana phases for a
given texture for the SUSY soft-breaking terms. It is interesting to note that the electron EDM could even be zero
if the Majorana phases conspire to be φMi − φMj = π/2.
6. Conclusion
In this Letter, we have analyzed the constraints obtained from the chargino and neutralino contributions to
the lepton EDM and LFV. We have adopted the mass insertion method which implies a model independent
parametrization. We have provided analytical results for these contributions as functions of the leptonic mass
insertions. We also derived model independent upper bounds on the relevant mass insertions by requiring that the
pure chargino or neutralino contribution do not exceed the experimental limit of the lepton EDM and LFV (in
particular the electron EDM and the branching ratio of µ→ eγ , which give the most strangent bounds).
It was emphasized that once the bounds from µ→ eγ are imposed, the current experimental limits on the EDMs
can be satisfied for any value of neutrino phases, whatever is the structure of the soft SUSY breaking terms.
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